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PROfirst CAD / CAM / CALCULATION Version 10.5 
 
 

Windows 10 / 7 compatible  

New PC or new windows version? Only by keeping your software updated to the current version can you be 
sure to avoid problems and to keep your PC running quickly. PROfirst CAD V10.5 is specially developed and 
tested for Windows 10. 

AutoCAD© 2018 compatible 

AutoCAD©  2018 have completely changed the format of their DXF and DWG files. PROfirst Version 10.5 
has a special new module enabling you to read this new format.  

CAM: Machine programmable micro-joints for Trumpf and Bystronic machines 

Trumpf and Bystronic machines have a special function to allow the size of the micro-joint to be adjusted 
directly on the machine control. PROfirst can now be set to output this type of micro-joint. 

CAM: Output of complete Trumpf production plan saves time for machine operators  

Complete production plans can be output for Trumpf laser machines. The machine operator can read in a 
single file which includes all programs and quantities for the job. All necessary information for STOPA 
automatic sheet stores can also be output. 

CAM: Approximate cutting time output to post processor  

The approximate cutting time can be output in the NC Program. This is used by Trumpf and other machines. 

CAM: Improvement importing parts in DSTV format with tapping and sinking  

Tapping and sinking are now correctly recognised when importing parts in DSTV format. 

CAM: Barcode on sheet plan can be set to program name or nesting number  

This can be very useful for booking cut sheets into ERP software. 

New features PROfirst V10.5     
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3D-STEP Unfold:  automatically generates 4-
views of a bending part from a step file  

PROfirst 3D-STEP Unfold can now generate 
automatically 4 views of a sheet metal part from a 
single step file. The views are automatically 
dimensioned and are perfect for the operator of the 
bending machine. 

 

Unfold several STEP files at the same time  

3D-STEP Unfold module can now unfold several 
step files automatically at the same time using 
either Drag und Drop or open several files. 

Material type can be set in PROfirst  
3D-Unfold  

Material type can be set directly in PROfirst 3D-
STEP Unfold meaning that files can then be 
automatically imported with all information.  

Database of bending tools can be stored on the 
server  

Then all users can use the same bending tools and 
correction factors. 
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CALC: Operation bending can automatically adjust the number of preparation steps according to the 
number of bends 

A part with more bends usually needs more preparation time. With a simple setting you can set as of how 
many bends we increase automatically the number of the number of preparation steps. This simple setting 
makes the automatic calculation of bending time even closer to the reality. 

 
 

CALC: Operation programming can now be set to be adjusted automatically between 
simple/medium/complicated depending on the size of the drawing or number of bends 

Programming cost is normally set to “simple”. Now according to the number of drawing elements or the 
number of bends PROfirst adjusts it automatically between simple/medium/complicated. 

 

CALC: Import and export of quotations from 
main database to another database  

You can select quotations and easily export them 
from the current database into another separate 
access database. This is ideal for sales staff using 
a notebook on a customer’s premises or in a home 
or regional office. 
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CALC: Rounding prices always up to nearest 
cent for operations 

Operations like programming costs often can be 
rounded down to €0,00. Now you can set the 
rounding so that we always round up to the nearest 
cent. 
 
 

CALC: Ask is parts imported from an existing 
quotation should be re-nested immediately  

When parts are imported from an existing quotation you are now asked if these parts should be immediately 
re-nested or if the current (last quoted) price should be used. 

CALC: PDF of letter paper is now stored in the database 

The PDF file containing the letter paper in the quotation software is now also stored in the database. This 
avoids problems if the paper is somehow no longer accessible on the network. 

CALC: New module to display and print PDF of quotation 

Using this new module we are now completely independent of Adobe PDF Reader for displaying and printing 
the PDF of the quotation. 

CALC: Improvement : new parts are always displayed at the top in the part screen  

New parts are always displayed so that they are on the visible part of the screen. 

Machine import improved when using SQL database  

When importing a machine file into an SQL database all connected users get a message to inform that the 
connection will be stopped during import. 

Teamviewer Version 13 and AnyDesk for quick online support 

Teamviewer Version 13 and AnyDesk has been included in PROfirst to ensure fast online support. 

Bend lines are stored correctly in GEO files 

Unfolding of parts with bend lines are correctly stored and read in GEO format. 

Direction of bending is clearly shown using full lines for positive and dashed lines for negative bends 

This makes the unfolding immediately much clearer. 
 


